Picture Charades is designed for

children who are still too young to read. It is
all about being imaginative and having fun.
For this reason, we do not recommend playing
Picture Charades with a sand-timer, nor do
we recommend playing for points. Everyone
should play together on the SAME team.
The oldest player is the first actor. The role of
actor must rotate between all players - every
player must be an actor before the first player
can take on this role again.
The actor must flick the spinner to see what
category to act out – Animals, People,
Indoors, or Outdoors. Then the actor takes
the top card from that pile and acts out what
they see.

The actor now has an unlimited amount
of time to act out the charade for his/her
teammates. The guessing can continue until
the charade is guessed correctly, or until the
actor gives up.

Players decide
what answer
is right.

It is very important that players be allowed to
act whatever they interpret from the card. If
the card has an “apple” pictured on it, but the
actor is trying to have people guess the word
“red”, that is certainly okay. It does not really
matter what was guessed, as long as the actor
is happy with the answer.
Once the charade has been guessed, the card
is placed at the bottom of the pile, and play
moves to the next actor. Play continues until
everyone has had enough fun for the day!
Use the spinner to
choose from four
categories.

Thank You For
Choosing To
Play One Of
Our Games!

The Manga Family
Grace, Joy Marie,
Kate, Dave, and Claire

Whether it is spending time with your family, an evening out
with friends, or time in the classroom - playing board games
is an excellent way to have fun together! In an era where
people are spending more time “socializing” with a computer
screen, real social interaction is becoming more important.
outset media is committed to developing games that create
memorable social experiences. Our games are built to last,
made with quality construction and materials. We spend
many hours developing games with engaging content, so
you will want to play them over-and-over again.
We invite you to learn more of our “Made in North America”
games by visiting our website. Our family at outset media
hopes you enjoy this game! If you have any feedback, we
always appreciate hearing from you.

MADE IN NORTH AMERICA
In keeping with our proud commitment
of maintaining jobs here at home, this
game was entirely manufactured in
North America. The box and cards were
printed by a company employing 50
people in Anderson, Indiana. And the
games were assembled by a factory
employing over 150 people in Tipton,
Indiana. The games were stored and
shipped from our warehouse
employing 14 people in
Brampton, Ontario.

ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP
This game was printed using
environmentally-friendly inks. All the
cardboard used in this game was
made from 100% recycled fibers, and
the box board was made with 80%
post-consumer recycled materials.
Last but not least, our carbon footprint
has been reduced by manufacturing
this game in North America.

Sincerely,

David Manga, President
Outset Media Corp.
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